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QUICK START GUIDE | Create a Spreadsheet Server Report

This guide will take you through steps that can be followed to quickly create a report using Spreadsheet Server.

3 – Report Modification
Once a formula has been inserted into the 
spreadsheet, the rest is just using Excel. To create a 
template simply copy the formula, paste it over, and 
modify the parameters.

1 – Open Excel
Spreadsheet Server automatically authenticates against 
the user anytime they open Excel.  The user will 
then have immediate access to the functions in the 
Spreadsheet Server ribbon.

2 – Report Creation
To get started click on Formula Builder on the 
Spreadsheet Server Ribbon:

When you do the above and input your values 
this creates a GXL formula.  The different types of 
formulas are:

GXL Retrieve account balances in a specific format for a reporting 
period.

GXE Returns an output of detail data based on a GXL formula.

GEXQ Retrieve a summary balance based on query criteria or limits.

GEXD Generates the detail of the query or query results to the 
workbook.

GEXS Creates a selection box that pops up for the user.

GEXI Returns ??? and the user can drill down for more information.

Press Insert and this will insert the GXL formula into 
the spreadsheet.  The GXL formula will calculate and 
retrieve the account balance from your ERP.

Format Types are:
PER – activity for the 
selected period
QTR – activity for the 
periods included in the 
selected quarter number
YTD – activity for periods 
1 through the designated 
period number excluding 
opening balance
LTD - activity for periods 
1 through the designated 
period number including 
opening balance
RANGE – activity for a range 
of periods specified

Balance Type 
examples are 
A for Actuals 
and B for 
Budget

Enter values 
in these 
segments 
that pertain 
to your 
company’s 
chart of 
accounts.

Clicking the      button next 
to a segment value will 
display a list of values for 
each segment.

Copy Paste

Modify

Once you click on Formula Builder you can then 
input the appropriate parameters and enter values in 
the different segments:

Click on Formula Builder

4 – Segment Syntax
Segment values can be inserted in various ways:

Single Value - Enter single account to retrieve a balance 
Value List - Enter multiple non-sequential values, separated by 
commas and within hard brackets to retrieve multiple account 
balances
Range - Enter the first and last value in a range, separated by a 
period to retrieve a balance from a range of accounts
Range with Exclusion - Within hard brackets, enter Range (See 
above), comma, forward slash, and the excluded account to 
retrieve account balance
Partial Mask - Enter the start of any accounts followed by an 
asterisk (*) to retrieve a balance
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5 – Drill Down 
Spreadsheet Server provides drill down capability to 
the Balance and Journal details behind any balance 
that contains a Spreadsheet Server formula (GXL,GXE).  
To drill down to the balance level, click on the Drill 
Down button in the Spreadsheet Server ribbon. 

5b – Drill to Worksheet
Spreadsheet Server allows the user to burst drill down 
details in excel immediately.  Highlight cell or cells 
to drill down.  From the ribbon select the dropdown 
under the Drill Down button and then click on 
Worksheet and select Results.  

5c – Multi-Cell Drill Down for Comparison
Spreadsheet Server allows the user to see detail and 
drill down on more than just one cell at a time.  To 
see details behind more than one balance in a row 
highlight any two or more cells that are side by side 
and click on Drill Down on the Spreadsheet Server 
ribbon.

5a – Adhoc Drill Down 
To drill down to the journal level right click on a row 
in the balance level drill down panel.  Choose Adhoc 
queries or Journal List for Selected Accounts:

Under Options, you can view 
your drill down by the different 
segments

A burst drill down can also be used to burst out the 
journal drill down in excel immediately following a 
smilar path.

Multi-Cell Drill Down will 
automatically create a variance 
column in the drill down panel.
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7 — Update Cache
Spreadsheet Server balances refresh when the workbook is opened.  If the 
workbook is already open and you want to universally update the whole 
workbook you can click on the Cache icon in the Spreadsheet Server ribbon.  
Then in the drop down choose Clear Cache and Recalculate. You can choose 
to Clear Cache and Recalculate the entire workbook, the current selection or 
the current worksheet.

6 – Expand GL Row
Expand GL Row will allows the user to display their Balance Detail below the 
Balance Summary.  You can Expand GL Row by each segment, or by All Rows.  To 
use this functionality select a balance with a formula in it and click on Expand GL 
Row on the Spreadsheet Server Ribbon:

8 — Other Ribbon Functions

To remove the balance detail, 
click in the Blue balance and 
then click on Collapse GL Row 

Updates locally 
saved cache

Recalculates 
formulas in 
the workbook

Clears and 
rebuilds 
memory for 
all stored 
items

Runs detail 
reports 
for GXE 
and GEXD 
formulas

A more 
specific way 
to drilldown

Hides GXL 
rows where 
all values 
are zero

Lookup 
shortcuts 
and Quick 
Queries

Assists in finding 
segment values 
and saving rollups 
into segment lists 
for future use.

Toggle 
Spreadsheet 
Server 
access on/
off

Distribute 
Reports

Create and 
manage a 
distribution list


